TEACHING
Although research would be foregrounded in a CV prepared in for an application for a faculty position at an R-1 university, teaching experience should take the foreground in some situations. If you are applying for a community college teaching position or a faculty job within a college or university that prioritizes teaching, the teaching section should be positioned above research.

The teaching section can include courses for which the Ph.D. student was the designer of the course, the instructor of record. It is acceptable to simply list the names of the courses (and course number/level) and the semesters/quarters taught. You may group these according to university if you have taught at more than one place, or you can group them by the level of autonomy as an instructor, in reverse chronological order within each category. A strictly chronological order without these subcategories can be confusing for the reader. Usually, it is not necessary to include explanatory detail, because other scholars will understand what the teaching activity involved. In cases where the course was unique or the responsibilities unclear, some brief 3rd-person detail can be included.